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Figure 2 
Sample subtrees from a 1,000-word mutual information tree. 
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to this single cluster and the leaves of which correspond to the words in the vocabulary. 
Intermediate nodes of the tree correspond to groupings of words intermediate between 
single words and the entire vocabulary. Words that are statistically similar with respect 
to their immediate neighbors in running text will be close together in the tree. We 
have applied this tree-building algorithm to vocabularies of up to 5,000 words. Figure 
2 shows some of the substructures in a tree constructed in this manner for the 1,000 
most frequent words in a collection of office correspondence. 

Beyond 5,000 words this algorithm also fails of practicality. To obtain clusters for 
larger vocabularies, we proceed as follows. We arrange the words in the vocabulary 
in order of frequency with the most frequent words first and assign each of the first 
C words to its own, distinct class. At the first step of the algorithm, we assign the 
(C Jr 1) st most probable word to a new class and merge that pair among the resulting 
C + 1 classes for which the loss in average mutual information is least. At the k th step 
of the algorithm, we assign the (C + k) th most probable word to a new class. This 
restores the number of classes to C + 1, and we again merge that pair for which the 
loss in average mutual information is least. After V - C steps, each of the words in 
the vocabulary will have been assigned to one of C classes. 

We have used this algorithm to divide the 260,741-word vocabulary of Table I into 
1,000 classes. Table 2 contains examples of classes that we find particularly interesting. 
Table 3 contains examples that were selected at random. Each of the lines in the tables 
contains members of a different class. The average class has 260 words and so to 
make the table manageable, we include only words that occur at least ten times and 
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Figure K.8 – Dendrogramme illustrant le résultat d’un clustering hiérarchique,
tiré de Brown et al. (1992), voir aussi (Smith, 2020)

(5) a. Pen : pencil, ink, paper, write
b. Pen : pencil, fountain, ink, paper, write

(6) a. Spots : dog, dirty, dirt, stripes, dark
b. Spots : spot, found, giraffe, bald, covered
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spaces, each from texts written in a particular time period. For example Fig. 6.14
shows a visualization of changes in meaning in English words over the last two
centuries, computed by building separate embedding spaces for each decade from
historical corpora like Google N-grams (Lin et al., 2012) and the Corpus of Histori-
cal American English (Davies, 2012).
CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF WORD MEANING79

Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional visualization of semantic change in English using SGNS
vectors (see Section 5.8 for the visualization algorithm). A, The word gay shifted
from meaning “cheerful” or “frolicsome” to referring to homosexuality. A, In the early
20th century broadcast referred to “casting out seeds”; with the rise of television and
radio its meaning shifted to “transmitting signals”. C, Awful underwent a process of
pejoration, as it shifted from meaning “full of awe” to meaning “terrible or appalling”
[212].

that adverbials (e.g., actually) have a general tendency to undergo subjectification

where they shift from objective statements about the world (e.g., “Sorry, the car is

actually broken”) to subjective statements (e.g., “I can’t believe he actually did that”,

indicating surprise/disbelief).

5.2.2 Computational linguistic studies

There are also a number of recent works analyzing semantic change using computational

methods. [200] use latent semantic analysis to analyze how word meanings broaden

and narrow over time. [113] use raw co-occurrence vectors to perform a number of

historical case-studies on semantic change, and [252] perform a similar set of small-

scale case-studies using temporal topic models. [87] construct point-wise mutual

information-based embeddings and found that semantic changes uncovered by their

method had reasonable agreement with human judgments. [129] and [119] use “neural”

word-embedding methods to detect linguistic change points. Finally, [257] analyze

historical co-occurrences to test whether synonyms tend to change in similar ways.

Figure 6.14 A t-SNE visualization of the semantic change of 3 words in English using
word2vec vectors. The modern sense of each word, and the grey context words, are com-
puted from the most recent (modern) time-point embedding space. Earlier points are com-
puted from earlier historical embedding spaces. The visualizations show the changes in the
word gay from meanings related to “cheerful” or “frolicsome” to referring to homosexuality,
the development of the modern “transmission” sense of broadcast from its original sense of
sowing seeds, and the pejoration of the word awful as it shifted from meaning “full of awe”
to meaning “terrible or appalling” (Hamilton et al., 2016).

6.11 Bias and Embeddings

In addition to their ability to learn word meaning from text, embeddings, alas, also
reproduce the implicit biases and stereotypes that were latent in the text. Recall that
embeddings model analogical relations; ‘queen’ as the closest word to ‘king’ - ‘man’
+ ‘woman’ implies the analogy man:woman::king:queen. But embedding analogies
also exhibit gender stereotypes. For example Bolukbasi et al. (2016) find that the
closest occupation to ‘man’ - ‘computer programmer’ + ‘woman’ in word2vec em-
beddings trained on news text is ‘homemaker’, and that the embeddings similarly
suggest the analogy ‘father’ is to ‘doctor’ as ‘mother’ is to ‘nurse’. Algorithms that
use embeddings as part of a search for potential programmers or doctors might thus
incorrectly downweight documents with women’s names.

Embeddings also encode the implicit associations that are a property of human
reasoning. The Implicit Association Test (Greenwald et al., 1998) measures peo-
ple’s associations between concepts (like ‘flowers’ or ‘insects’) and attributes (like
‘pleasantness’ and ‘unpleasantness’) by measuring differences in the latency with
which they label words in the various categories.7 Using such methods, people
in the United States have been shown to associate African-American names with
unpleasant words (more than European-American names), male names more with

7 Roughly speaking, if humans associate ‘flowers’ with ‘pleasantness’ and ‘insects’ with ‘unpleasant-
ness’, when they are instructed to push a green button for ‘flowers’ (daisy, iris, lilac) and ‘pleasant words’
(love, laughter, pleasure) and a red button for ‘insects’ (flea, spider, mosquito) and ‘unpleasant words’
(abuse, hatred, ugly) they are faster than in an incongruous condition where they push a red button for
‘flowers’ and ‘unpleasant words’ and a green button for ‘insects’ and ‘pleasant words’.
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ments. Specifically, similarity (a) can be asymmetric, because the
similarity of x to y can differ from the similarity of y to x; (b)
violates the triangle inequality, because x can be similar to y and
y to z without x being similar to z; and (c) shows a neighborhood
structure inconsistent with the constraints imposed by spatial rep-
resentations. Tversky concluded that conceptual stimuli are better
represented in terms of sets of features.

Tversky’s arguments about the adequacy of spaces and features
for capturing the similarity between conceptual stimuli have direct
relevance to the investigation of semantic representation. Words
are conceptual stimuli, and LSA assumes that words can be rep-
resented as points in a space. The cosine, the standard measure of
association used in LSA, is a monotonic function of the angle
between two vectors in a high-dimensional space. The angle be-
tween two vectors is a metric, satisfying the metric axioms of
being zero for identical vectors, being symmetric, and obeying the
triangle inequality. Consequently, the cosine exhibits many of the
constraints of a metric.

The topic model does not suffer from the same constraints. In
fact, the topic model can be thought of as providing a feature-based
representation for the meaning of words, with the topics under
which a word has high probability being its features. In Appendix
B, we show that there is actually a formal correspondence between
evaluating P(w2|w1) using Equation 9 and computing similarity in
one of Tversky’s (1977) feature-based models. The association
between two words is increased by each topic that assigns high
probability to both and is decreased by topics that assign high
probability to one but not the other, in the same way that Tverksy
claimed common and distinctive features should affect similarity.

The two models we have been considering thus correspond to
the two kinds of representation considered by Tversky. Word
association also exhibits phenomena that parallel Tversky’s anal-
yses of similarity, being inconsistent with the metric axioms. We

will discuss three qualitative phenomena of word association—
effects of word frequency, violation of the triangle inequality, and
the large-scale structure of semantic networks—connecting these
phenomena to the notions used in Tversky’s (1977; Tversky &
Gati, 1982; Tversky & Hutchinson, 1986) critique of spatial rep-
resentations. We will show that LSA cannot explain these phe-
nomena (at least when the cosine is used as the measure of
semantic association), owing to the constraints that arise from the
use of distances, but that these phenomena emerge naturally when
words are represented using topics, just as they can be produced
using feature-based representations for similarity.

Asymmetries and word frequency. The asymmetry of similar-
ity judgments was one of Tversky’s (1977) objections to the use of
spatial representations for similarity. By definition, any metric d
must be symmetric: d(x, y) ! d(y, x). If similarity is a function of
distance, similarity should also be symmetric. However, it is
possible to find stimuli for which people produce asymmetric
similarity judgments. One classic example involves China and
North Korea: People typically have the intuition that North Korea
is more similar to China than China is to North Korea. Tversky’s
explanation for this phenomenon appealed to the distribution of
features across these objects: People’s representation of China
involves a large number of features, only some of which are shared
with North Korea, whereas their representation of North Korea
involves a small number of features, many of which are shared
with China.

Word frequency is an important determinant of whether a word
will be named as an associate. One can see this by looking for
asymmetric associations: pairs of words w1, w2 in which one word
is named as an associate of the other much more often than vice
versa (i.e., either P(w2|w1) P(w1|w2) or P(w1|w2) P(w2|w1)). One
can then evaluate the effect of word frequency by examining the
extent to which the observed asymmetries can be accounted for by

Figure 9. Actual and predicted associates for a subset of cues. Two cues were randomly selected from the sets
of cues for which (from left to right) both models correctly predicted the first associate, only the topic model
made the correct prediction, only latent semantic analysis (LSA) made the correct prediction, and neither model
made the correct prediction. Each column lists the cue, human associates, predictions of the topic model, and
predictions of LSA, presenting the first five words in order. The rank of the first associate is given in parentheses
below the predictions of the topic model and LSA.
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Figure K.9 – Table extraite de (Griffiths et al., 2007) avec des exemples de com-
paraison entre associations humaines et associations produites par
des modèles distributionnels (LSA/topic modelling) de première gé-
nération

CUE RESP #G #P FSG BSG

lunch dinner 156 42 0.269 0.096
lunch food 156 32 0.205 0.011
lunch eat 156 13 0.083 0.0
lunch meal 156 10 0.064 0.063
lunch box 156 9 0.058 0.0
lunch sandwich 156 9 0.058 0.037
lunch noon 156 6 0.038 0.200

noon lunch 150 30 0.200 0.038
noon twelve 150 22 0.147 0.034
noon sunshine 150 20 0.133 0.0

food eat 180 73 0.406 0.409
food drink 180 9 0.050 0.0

Table 1: Example (cue, response) pairs of free word
association from the USF data set. #G stands for
the number of participants serving in the group
norming the word, while #P denotes the number
participants producing a particular response.

and recognition (Nelson et al., 1998), and false
memories (Roediger et al., 2001).5

WA Evaluation Set: USF The USF norms data
set (hereafter USF) is the largest database of free
word association collected for English (Nelson et
al., 2004). It was generated by presenting human
subjects with one of 5, 000 cue concepts and ask-
ing them to write the first word coming to their
mind that is associated with that concept. Each cue
concept was normed by at least 100 participants,
resulting in a set of associates (or responses) for
each cue, for a total of �72,000 (cue, response)
pairs. A sample of the USF data is presented in
Tab. 1. The data are accessible online.6

For each such pair, the proportion of participants
that produced the response w

r when presented with
cue word w

c can be used as a proxy for the strength
of association between the two words (FSG in
Tab. 1). BSG denotes the backward association
strength, when the roles of a cue and a response are
reversed, shows that the WA relation is inherently
asymmetrical.

5From another viewpoint, the WA evaluation aims to an-
swer a different question than a typical intrinsic evaluation
on data sets such as SimLex-999, MEN, WordSim-353, or
SimVerb-3500. The goal of the latter is to assess the quality of
learned text representations as a proxy towards downstream
NLP tasks. The goal of the former is to assess the capability
of representation learning and NLP architectures to help in ad-
vancing our understanding and modeling of human cognitive
processes (occurring on a sub-conscious level), while at the
same time it could still be used as a proxy evaluation in NLP.

6http://w3.usf.edu/FreeAssociation/

3 Evaluation Protocol

Terminology Wc = {w
c
1, . . . , w

c
i , . . . , w

c
|WC |}

denotes a set of |Wc| cue or normed words (more
generally, concepts) in the evaluation set. For each
cue word w

c
i , the data set contains a ranked list

of concepts or responses Ri sorted according to
the strength of forward association, from cue to
response (i.e., the FSG field in Tab. 1). The list
Ri contains entries of the format wr,j : fsgi,j ,
where wr,j is the j

th most associated concept in
the ranked list, and fsgi,j is the accompanying
strength of forward association between cue w

c
i

and response wr,j . Let Rg
i refer to the ground truth

ranked list for w
c
i , which contains only responses

where fsgi,j > 0 in the USF data, and Rs
i to the

ranked list retrieved by an automatic system.
The vocabulary or search space from which re-

sponses for all cues are drawn is labeled V
r. Note

that V
r may also contain words from Wc and that

V
r may contain words that do not occur in any of

the ground truth lists Rg
i .

Why Evaluate on Word Association? A stan-
dard evaluation protocol with word pair scoring
evaluation sets such as SimLex-999 or MEN is to
compute Spearman’s � correlations between the
ranking obtained by an automatic system and the
ground truth ranking. This protocol, however, is
not directly applicable to the USF test data. First,
the evaluated relation of WA is asymmetric, and the
pairs (X, Y ) and (Y, X) may differ dramatically
in their WA scores (see the difference in FSG and
BSG values from Tab. 1). Second, instead of one
global list of pairs, the data comprises a series of
ranked lists conditioned on the cue/normed word
w

c (see Tab. 1 again). Finally, unlike with SimLex-
999 or MEN scores where it is difficult to inter-
pret “what a similarity/relatedness of 7.69 exactly
means” (Batchkarov et al., 2016; Avraham and
Goldberg, 2016), the USF FSG scores have a direct
meaningful interpretation (i.e., FSG = #P/#G).
To fully capture all aspects of the ground truth USF
data set, an evaluation protocol should ideally be
based not only on response rankings, but also on
the actual scores, i.e., the association strength.

In this paper, we propose and investigate two
different families of evaluation metrics on the USF
data: Sect. 3.1 discusses rank correlation evaluation
metrics inspired by recent work on the evaluation
of vector space models in distributional semantics
(Bruni et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2015; Vulić et al.,
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Figure K.10 – Table extraite de (Vulić et al., 2017) avec des exemples d’associa-
tion. Légende : Example (cue, response) pairs of free word associa-
tion from the USF data set. #G stands for the number of parti-
cipants serving in the group norming the word, while #P denotes
the number participants producing a particular response. FSG=
Forward association strechgth, BSG Backward
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